03/25/2021 House Foreign Affairs Committee Markup Summary

The Chair called up the following measures and amendments, previously circulated to Members and considered *en bloc*:

1. H.R. 1145, To direct the Secretary of State to develop a strategy to regain observer status for Taiwan in the World Health Organization, and for other purposes (Y. Kim)
   - Meeks, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1145

2. H.R. 1500, To direct the Administrator of the USAID to submit to Congress a report on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on global basic education programs (Houlahan)
   - Houlahan, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.R. 1500
   - Perry Amendment #50

3. H.R. 1158, To provide women and girls safe access to sanitation facilities in refugee camps (Meng)

4. H.R. 1083, Southeast Asia Strategy Act (Wagner)

5. H.Res. 245, Calling for continued and robust international collaboration and coordination to fight COVID-19 across Africa (Bass)
   - Bass, an amendment in the nature of a substitute to H.Res. 245

6. H.R. 1079, Desert Locust Control Act (Smith)
   - Smith Amendment #15
   - Perry Amendment #49

7. H.R. 1934, Promoting United States International Leadership in 5G (McCaul)
   - McCaul Amendment #19

8. H.R. 1392, Protection of Saudi Dissidents Act of 2021 (Connolly)
   - Connolly Amendment #1
   - Meeks Amendment #2

The measures considered *en bloc* were agreed to by voice vote, ordered favorably reported, as amended, if amended, to the House.

The Chair called up the following measures considered separately:

1. H.R. 391, Global Health Security Act of 2021 (Connolly) (agreed to by voice vote)

   *Amendments considered *en bloc* and adopted without objection:*
   - Connolly Amendment #40
   - McCaul Amendment #20
Amendments considered separately:
- Perry Amendment #48 to Chabot #12 (not adopted, voice vote)
- Perry Amendment #51 to Chabot #12 (not adopted, voice vote)
- Chabot Amendment #12 (adopted, voice vote)
- Perry Amendment #54 (not adopted, voice vote)

(2) H.R. 2118, Securing America From Epidemics Act (Bera) (agreed to by voice vote)
- Perry Amendment #53 (not adopted, roll call 24N-21Y)

(3) H.R. 1464, Khashoggi Accountability Act (Malinowski) (agreed to by voice vote)

Amendments considered en bloc and voice voted without objection:
- Malinowski Amendment #1
- Malinowski Amendment #2
- Omar Amendment #26

  - Perry Amendment #52 (not adopted, roll call 27N-19Y)
  - Issa Amendment #18 (not adopted, voice vote)

The four measures considered separately were ordered favorably reported, as amended, if amended, to the House.

The Committee adjourned.

All measures can be found here.